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Abstract
This project focused on researching and publishing the effects of existing master-level soft-skill courses as well as discussing results with representatives of organizations participating in the Zero Outcome Industry Standard. Based on the outcomes
of this research, measures, educational resources, and processes/scenarios were designed with the aim to incrementally improve soft- or interpersonal competencies of
students and employees in the field of information and communication technologies
(ICTs). The focus was set to be on employees from operations and maintenance and
their communication in the situation of an outage. Key research-findings were described in a scientific article and published at the international IEEE Frontiers in Education Conference. The corresponding presentation slides were adapted for presentation at the ZOIS website.
Furthermore, a one-day workshop with representatives of the ZOIS PEOPLE-stream
was organized, an interview was published, and the ZOIS competencies model was
reviewed. Finally, a three-module soft-skills training was designed in cooperation
with ZOIS. Two rounds of the training have been conducted with participants stemming from organizations associated with ZOIS as well as students. The rich feedback
that we received will be analyzed and flow into upcoming trainings and activities
planned as a key-component of the follow-up project “Reflection and Training for
Approaching a Zero Outage Culture.”
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Core Facts
Start of the project: 01/09/2019
End of project: 31/08/2020
People involved from the University of Vienna, Faculty of Computer Science:
? Renate Motschnig (Head of Research Group CSLEARN – Educational Technologies & Project Lead & Trainer in Soft Skills trainings)
? Michael Silber (Researcher, Masters student)
? David Haselberger (Researcher, post-doc level)
People involved from ZOIS
? Klaus Reile (NetApp & Representative of ZOIS-PEOPLE Stream)
? Michael Mayr (Hitachivantara & Representative of ZOIS-PEOPLE Stream)
? various

Major Project Outcomes
Published paper:
Motschnig, R. & Geiderer, E. (2019). What students learn and take away from a student-centered course on communication and professional skills – analyzing the
content of students’ self-evaluations. Proceedings of the 49th ASEE/IEEE Frontiers
in Education Conference (FIE), October 16-19, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA.
Slides communicating the major outcomes of the research that was supported
by ZOIS: https://zero-outage.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Soft-Skills-Trainingfor-IT-Professionals.pdf
A one-day workshop for building a shared vision of the project between the
representatives of the ZOIS PEOPLE-track (Michael Mayr and Klaus Reile) and the
responsible researchers of the Faculty of Computer Science at the University of
Vienna. (Dec. 2019)
The workshop was followed by a “Chimney-Talk” with press and the Talk was published in Report: One mistake shouldn’t lead to disaster – Article Publication in
Report
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The competencies model at the ZOIS website was studied and a potential extension with regard to scientific literature (The Adult-Literacy and Lifeskills Survey)
was elaborated and provided to ZOIS. (see Appendix 1).
Based on the requirements from the ZOIS-PEOPLE-stream representatives Michael Mayr and Klaus Reile, a soft-skills training concept has been developed and
matched with the vast training-experience of ZOIS. (See also Appendix 2 and slides
mailed to ZOIS)
Educational resources for introducing active listening, an active listening exercise,
and the 5 WHYs (Ishikawa method) have been developed and provided to ZOIS. All
educational materials elaborated as part of this project are available to ZOIS and
the University of Vienna.
Two rounds of the training have been conducted with participants stemming
from organizations associated with ZOIS as well as students. The rich feedback that
we received regarding the course content (educational resources) as well as format will be analyzed and flow into upcoming trainings and activities planned as a
key-component of the follow-up project “Reflection and Training for Approaching a
Zero Outage Culture.”

Reflection and Lessons Learned
Agile management proved highly beneficial. This is because at the outset, the
applicant “knew” ZOIS only from its website that – at the initiation of the project –
was still under construction. Of course, ZOIS supporting the research of a university
and being provided the results would have been a viable and maybe even comfortable way to run a research project. However, a true collaboration where one project partner sparks the other and there is a flow between the academic world and
that of industry is something totally different. Being agile and adapting part of the
research focus based on the perceived needs of industry gave the project a more
real touch, a reciprocal relationship of giving and taking that I deem is essential for
any collaboration lasting longer than a few months. Despite the high investment
of time required to build and work towards a shared vision, I feel it was worth it to
move from a rigidly conceived, detached way of conducting the project to a strongly interactive one. This allowed us to discover synergies and release additional motivation to pursue shared goals.
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Communication. Again, I confirmed my experience that regular, open, transparent
communication is crucial to producing outcomes that live up to the expectations of
project partners in any innovative endeavor. Meeting at eye-level and keeping formalities at a low level proved to be the right decision for me. Moreover, the consequent learning and broadening of one’s horizon has radiated motivation, strengthened social ties and awaken the wish to continue the collaboration and carry
forward the results achieved so far. Sincere thanks to ZOIS for its prompt responses
and perfect coordination!
Reciprocal learning. With the right people, sharing of ideas, concepts, and values
– in the sense of a genuine reciprocity in giving and taking feels the right way to
spend (even more) time (than planned). Thanks, also on behalf of the students who
enjoyed participating in the project and the trainings.

Appendices
Appendix 1:
Proposed Extension to the ZOIS Interpersonal Competency Model based on a literature study.
Appendix 2:
Outline of a Training Concept for OPERATIONS
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APPENDIX 1
Below, the green font indicates proposed extensions to the competency model,
based on the Adult Literacy and Lifeskills (ALL) survey and the ALL Model for Understanding Teamwork appended below.
Interpersonal Competency (ZOIS Website)
Description: Define the necessary social aspects and behavioral capabilities for
working in Zero Outage environments.
Key Competencies
? Sense of urgency to reduce business impacts
? Demonstrates personal commitment
? Understands business criticality & acts according to priorities
? Responds in a timely matter
? Pro-active work approach:
? Can anticipate situations, especially when and how pro-active actions
are needed
? Shows initiative in going beyond responsibilities to achieve goals
? Communication:
? Clearly articulates thoughts, facts and ideas to effectively convey information and prevent misinterpretation.
? Accepts cross-cultural differences and adapts communication style
accordingly
? Listens effectively and pays attention to non-verbal behaviors
? Asks questions
? Acknowledges requests for information
? Provides and accepts feedback
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? Teamwork:
? Promotes cooperation, collaboration and flexibility in working with
others.
? Creates synergy within the team, department and alliances inside, outside and across the organization
? Contributes to and accepts consensus
? Adjusts behavior to form team unity
? Sense for quality:
? Understands and monitors quality levels
? Committed to accuracy
? Pursues continuous improvements
? Identifies the cause of a problem and acts accordingly
? Decision making:
? Considers risks and impacts and takes steps to mitigate them
? Identifies problems
? Actively looks for discrepancies and inconsistencies in available
information.
? Gathers information
? Quickly and effectively identifies alternative solutions
? Evaluates information and makes informed, timely and effective decisions, distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant information, and
consulting others, when appropriate.
? Shares information
? Sticks to a decision even when faced with resistance or opposition if
appropriated
? Creates synergy within the team, department and alliances inside, outside and across the organization. Adjusts behavior to form team unity
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? Contributes to and accepts consensus
? Takes accountability and/or responsibility for his/her decisions.
? Sets goals [acc. toALL, do we need it?}]
? Adherence to processes:
? Has discipline, willingness and commitment to closely comply with established processes
? Constantly identifies ways to improve in order to optimize outcomes.
? Outcome oriented:
? Has a clear understanding of required business results and puts in persistent efforts to accomplish desired outcomes.
? Demonstrates a strong sense of ownership and a commitment to
achieve meaningful results
? Learning from mistakes:
? Is receptive to feedback
? Is willing to admit errors
? Is able to share experiences and lessons learned
? Perceives errors as an opportunity to improve
? Conflict resolution and mediation skills:
? Manages/Resolves disputes and establishes common ground
? Considers different ways of doing things
? Seeks mutually agreeable solutions
? Builds consensus among different views [? Aims at consensus …? …
since building it may not always be possible in my experience]
? Fosters commitment between parties
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? Reliability and credibility:
? Is respected as a credible source and acts as a role model
? Behaves in a truthful & loyal manner
Source of the Baker et al’s Teamwork Model:
Baker, D. P., Horvarth, L., Campion, M., Offermann, L., & Salas, E. (2005). The ALL
Teamwork Framework. In T. S. Murray, Y. Clermont & M. Binkley (Eds.), International
Adult Literacy Survey, Measuring Adult Literacy and Life Skills: New Frameworks for
Assessment (Vol. 13, pp. 229 - 272). Ottawa: Minister of Industry.
a) Attitudes and Experiences
Attitudes and Dispositions
Experience
Implicit Theories About Teamwork
b) Skills
* Group Decision Making/Planning
Identify problems
Gather information
Evaluate information
Share information
Understand decisions
Set goals
* Adaptability/Flexibility
Provide assistance
Reallocate tasks
Provide/Accept feedback
Monitor/ Adjust performance
* Interpersonal Relations
Share the work
Seek mutually agreeable solutions
Consider different ways of doing things
Manage/Influence disputes
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* Communication (as the basic skill underlying all the skills specified above)
Provide clear and accurate information
Listen effectively
Ask questions
Acknowledge requests for information
Openly share ideas
Pay attention to non-verbal behaviors

APPENDIX 2: TRAINING CONCEPT
Training for approaching a Zero Outage culture

General considerations of Michael Mayr, Klaus Reile
(ZOIS) and Renate Motschnig (UNIVIE)
Target groups:
Operations
Middle management
Priority for target competences:
Active listening and clear sharing
General problem-solving skills
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Priorities:
Active listening,
Problem-solving skills,
Behavior in specific problem situations based on case studies.
Teamwork in troubleshooting and prevention
Reflection
Objectives:
What do we enface that the participants know/can/feel at the end of the
workshop?
After graduation, participants can:
Listen more actively than before
Apply the 5 Ws (Fishbone diagram) to solve the problem
Reflecting differences between F2F and virtual communication
Dealing with IT problem situations/failures more consciously and thoughtfully
in teams
Dealing with intercultural differences more securely and consciously in teams
In the webinar:
Presentation of the participants, workshop management and goals
Pre-readings on active listening, intercultural communication
Short learning sessions, videos on the ZOIS website
Explore experiences
If necessary, query knowledge
Problem-solving skills:
5 Why's (Ishikawa) with Fishbone Chart
Example of application in IT failure situation
Active listening:
Set-up for self-assessment in listening and sharing
Work out: What is important for effective listening? What is a hindrance? (flipchart, sketch)
Combine DO's and DONT's for active listening
Exercise/role-playing game with speaker*, listener* and observer*
Reflection of the exercise
Exercise on "listening" in virtual communication: email and online chat; Reflecting differences
What do I take with me? With ball and reproduction of the essence of the previous speaker's message!
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In the last module:
play

Application of what you have learned in a simulated outage situation → Role
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CONTACT
Zero Outage Industry Standard Ltd.
Suite1, 3rd Floor
11-12 St. James’s Square, London
SW1Y 4Lb
United Kingdom
info@zero-outage.com
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